The objective of the paper is to compute the impulse response energy of a fractional order transfer function having a single mode. The differentiation order n, defined in the sense of Riemann-Liouville, is allowed to be a strictly positive real number. A necessary and sufficient condition is established on n, in order for the impulse response to belong to the Lebesgue space L 2 [0, ∞[ of square integrable functions on [0, ∞[. Copyright 
INTRODUCTION
Although as yet relatively unused in physics, the concept of differentiation to an arbitrary order (also called fractional differentiation) was defined in the 19th century by Riemann and Liouville. Their main concern was to extend differentiation by using not only integer but also non-integer (real or complex) orders. The n th order derivative of fractional order is defined as (Samko, 1993) Studies on real systems such as thermal or electrochemical (Battaglia et al., 2000 , Cois et al., 2000 , reveal inherent fractional differentiation behaviour. The use of classical models (based on integer order differentiation) is thus inappropriate in representing these fractional systems. Thus, a further class (called fractional) of mathematical models has been provided since 1983 by (Oustaloup) using the concept of fractional differentiation. These models are based on either a fractional differential equation or a fractional state-space representation, namely (Matignon, 1994 , Oustaloup, 1995 , Cois et al., 2001 ): (
where n is a real, integer or non integer, number.
The modal decomposition of such a representation leads to express the system output as a linear combination of elements called eigenmodes governed by the following equation:
where λ denotes a system eigenvalue. This latter equation can also be written (see (Oldham and Spanier, 1974) for example) in the Laplace domain as:
One of the inherent system characteristics in control engineering is its impulse response energy. For instance, if the energy is finite, it can be concluded that a system belongs to L 2 [0, ∞[, space of squared integrable functions.
Our concern in this paper is to compute the impulse response energy of ( )
whatever the differentiation order n is. Up to our knowledge, the method presented herein is original since no work 
The n order derivative of the fractional state vector ( ) t x is defined by (Samko et al., 1993) :
The Laplace transform of this derivative (Oldham and Spanier, 1974) , considering null initial conditions, is:
Scalars u(t) and y(t) are system input and output respectively. x(t) is the fractional state vector. A, B, C and D are suitable dimension matrices.
Modal decomposition
The modal decomposition of complex-fractional systems is obtained as for classical systems. Applying a similarity transformation to representation, one can obtain a new realization, where matrix A becomes Jordan matrix J:
The system eigenvalues are on the diagonal of matrix J. Using relation (4) and considering null initial conditions, the Laplace transform of the complexfractional state equation is:
(6) Then, from relation (5), system output is:
where ⊗ denotes the convolution product. Matrix J is a Jordan matrix, so ( )
can be expressed as: 
where q i is an integer number computed from the algebraic multiplicity of each eigenvalue l λ .
Output analytical expression
Important results, obtained by Oustaloup and Matignon permit the analytical expression of fractional system output. Using the Mellin-Fourier inverse transformation and the residue theorem, the impulse response of an eigenmode can be expressed as: -the aperiodic multimode, the main characteristic of fractional systems, resulting from an integral along the negative real axis.
Stability condition
BIBO stability (Bounded Input-Bounded Output) is considered. A sufficient condition of this stability is given by:
where H(s) is the system transfer function. Using the structural decomposition of fractional systems (10), the stability condition is given by (Matignon, 1994):
where the l λ are the eigenvalues of matrix A.
MAIN RESULT
The main result of the paper is announced in the following theorem: 
Proof
See appendix.
As a direct consequence, the following corollary is deduced. 
Remark
It is worth mentioning that the discontinuity at n = 1 in formula (15a) is removed by formula (1b). In other words, according to (1a) and (1b): 
is plotted versus n in the following figure: 
Fig 1 -Energy versus differentiation order
As can be seen the energy of ( ) ω j B n tends to infinity as n tends to 2 which is due to the poles of ( ) ω j B n . Plotting pole locus versus n, it can be seen that the 2 complex conjugate poles of ( )
tend to the jω axis as n tends to 2. Hence, the corresponding impulse response becomes more and more oscillatory. When n reaches 2, the system becomes pseudo-stable and hence its energy infinite.
Beyond n = 2, the system is instable, because the number of poles of B n (s) is greater or equal to four, two of which at least are instable.
On the other hand, when the transfer function order is less than one, (Oustaloup, 1995, p.155 eq.4.83) shows that As shown in fig.3 through three examples, the surface of impulse responses squared (the computed energy) is expected to be minimal when n = 1. For lower values, the surface is augmented due to the behavior near zero. For bigger values, the system becomes oscillatory and hence the surface greater.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this correspondence, the impulse response energy of the fractional order transfer function B n (s) = (s-λ) -1 was computed for all values of n.
Moreover, it was shown that
∞[ if and only if 1/2 < n < 2. Actual work goes towards the generalization of this result to any fractional transfer function. can be written either in the time or frequency domain by applying Parseval's theorem which is valid only for stable systems. The stability of ( ) s B n , depending on the number of poles, was widely studied in (Oustaloup, 1995 will be computed only for 0 < n < 2 and n ≠ 1.
The energy of b n (t) is defined in the time domain as:
Applying Parseval's theorem, for stable systems, yields the following:
or due to the symmetry in the frequencies: The remaining part of the appendix is devoted to presenting the method used for solving (16).
By analogy to (16) define a complex valued function G(z) as: To compute I, it is preferred to evaluate the integral of G(z) along the contour Γ of fig.3 and the residues inside. 
